
Converting your funds
Why are you converting my funds?
Since the beginning of 2014, we have given our 
customers the opportunity to convert their fund holdings 
to a cleaner equivalent free of charge. We have now 
taken the decision to convert remaining holdings to their 
cleaner equivalent at the beginning of 2016. This will 
include funds which are already in a clean share class, 
but where we have identifi ed a cheaper equivalent.

Which account types will be aff ected by 
the conversion process? 
Funds held across all account types (SIPP, ISA, Junior 
ISA, Dealing account) will be converted.

Will all funds be converted?
If you hold a fund and there is a cleaner equivalent 
available then this will be converted.

This also includes funds which are already clean 
priced, but where we have identifi ed a cheaper, cleaner 
equivalent.

What do I need to do?
Nothing, we’ll process the conversion for you 
automatically. 

How do I know which fund(s) my existing 
funds will be converted to? 
Details of the existing funds and the new cleaner 
equivalent we will be converting it to are available here. 

How long will the conversion process take 
to complete for a single fund? 
Most conversions will complete in around two to three 
weeks, however it may take up to six weeks for some 
funds. We will send you a secure message once your 
fund conversion has been completed.

ISA Dealing Junior ISASIPP

How long will the entire conversion 
process take? 
The process will take several months to complete for all 
funds across all fund groups.

We will email you before the process starts for any funds 
you hold.

How will I know when conversions are 
going to be processed for my funds? 
We will email you before we convert any of the funds 
you hold with more details and timings.

Charges 
How much will the conversion cost?
There is no charge for converting funds. 

Will the new funds have the same annual 
management charge?
You can fi nd out details of the new annual management 
charges on our conversion list

Will there be any impact on charges? 
Clean funds have an annual management charge 
(AMC) which does not include any platform fees or trail 
commission. With clean funds you will pay a lower AMC 
and a separate platform charge.

Funds held in a non-clean share classes have not been 
subject to our fund charge.  When funds are converted 
our fund charge of 0.2% per annum will apply to all 
cleaner share classes, from the date of conversion. 

What does ‘conversion rate’ mean?
When we convert your funds to a cheaper equivalent, 
the price of each unit may not be the same in the original 
and converted funds. Although the overall value of the 
fund holding will remain the same, after the conversion 
the number of units you hold may change. The 
conversion rate is the ratio between the number of units 
in the original and the converted fund.
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Tax
Will there be any tax impact for me as a 
result of the conversion process? 
There will be no tax liability when converting between 
equivalent share classes within the same fund.

Dividends and regular 
investment
How will dividend payments be treated? 
There will be no impact on dividends. These will continue 
to be processed based on the ex-dividend date for the 
fund.

How will regular investments be aff ected? 
Where applicable we will amend existing regular 
investments in clean classes to the cheaper equivalent 
during the two to three week conversion period. This 
will ensure that regular investments take place in the 
cheaper fund after the conversion.

Dealing during the conversion 
process
What will happen if I have a transaction 
already in progress? 
Any transactions that are in progress (e.g. transfers 
of investments) will continue to be processed to 
completion. However, from the pre-advised date in 
advance of the conversion process starting for a specifi c 
fund, no further deals, or transfer-out instructions will be 
allowed.

Will I be able to sell units in a fund while it 
is being converted? 
No, you will not be able to sell units a fund until 
the conversion has completed. You will receive a 
secure message once the conversion for each fund is 
completed.

If I have already converted to a cleaner 
share class, can I continue to deal in this 
fund during the conversion process? 
Yes, dealing and other transactions will take place as 
normal.

Miscellaneous 
What happens if I hold a fund where there 
is no cleaner equivalent? 
If there is no equivalent clean share class available to us, 
the fund will not be converted at this time.

Will there be further conversions after the 
main process is complete? 
At this point in time not all fund groups have released 
their cleaner priced share classes. We will continue to 
monitor these fund groups to identify when further 
conversions can take place in the future.

How will the conversion date and 
conversion rate be decided? 
We will work with the fund group to agree the date, but 
ultimately the conversion date will be determined by the 
fund group.

The conversion rate will be calculated by the fund group 
on the conversion date.

Details of the conversion date and conversion rate will 
be provided after the conversion has completed on the 
conversion list. 


